
 

                 

Primary 7 Football 
 

Name of School: 

 

Activity  Score 

Dribbling  

Passing  

Shooting  

Keepy ups  

 

 

Guidance 

 

Below is a set of instructions for each activity to accompany the videos that are attached. 

This guidance sheet will allow each school to follow the rules for each activity, use the 

correct area sizes and have the correct number of participants to ensure fair competition.  

 

These activities should be completed as part of the classes PE sessions. Where possible 

this should be a whole class approach, with all pupils taking part in an activity. For smaller 

classes, pupils can take part in more than one activity. Schools with mixed classes, i.e. P6/7, 

can use all of this class to take part in the tasks. If you have 2 Primary 7 classes, both can 

try the activities but only submit the class with the best score. Above is a score sheet for 

each activity. Each score must be accompanied by a video as evidence, otherwise no points 

will be awarded. Please include an individual video per task, so for football we should have 4 

videos to support your scores. All participants who are included in that task should be shown 

in the video unless stated otherwise. All evidence must be submitted by the end of the 

month.  

 

WD School Games points will be awarded for the sport overall. These placing points will be 

awarded once Active Schools combine all of the scores submitted and cross reference these 

with other schools. Please ensure you read each activity's scoring guidance clearly before 

submitting your score and video as they are not all the same. If anything is unclear please 

contact your Active Schools Coordinator. 



 

 

     
 

Dribbling 

 

Instructions - Dribble around the outside of a diamond shape and change the ball over 

when you get back to the starting point. After this change over the next person will dribble 

the ball in the opposite direction and the previous pupil joins the end of the line.  

 

Timings - 2 minutes 

 

Scoring - Add 1 point for each full completion of the diamond. No points are awarded if a 

pupil is part way round when the time stops. 

 

Sizes - 4 steps out in each direction from a central cone 

 

Number of Participants - 6 (Can be more or less depending on size of the class) 

 

 

Passing 

 

Instructions - Pass the ball around the outside of the square. When the ball gets back to the 

starting point (Yellow cone in the video), it should change direction and repeat. Where 2 

pupils are on a cone, they should rotate for each pass. When a pupil is waiting for their turn 

and not receiving a pass, they should wait inside the square so they don’t get in the way of 

the ball (See the video) 

 

Timings - 2 minutes 

 

Scoring - Add 1 point for each full completion of the square (see the yellow cone as a guide 

in the video). No points are awarded if the ball part way round when the time stops. 

 

Sizes - 7 steps x 7 steps square 

 

Number of Participants - 8 where possible, can be less for smaller classes. 2 pupils on 

each coned area 

 

 



 

 

 

     
 

Shooting 

 

Instructions - Place 2 cones in front of a bench to make 3 areas for the shooters to score in. 

Each pupil has 5 shots at the goal. Pupils should rotate after each shot. After the pupil has 

had a shot, they should retrieve the ball for the next person. We recommend that only 1 ball 

is used per group to ensure the safety of the pupil retrieving the ball.   

 

Timings - No timings, 5 shots each 

 

Scoring - Add 1 point if the ball goes in the middle zone of the goal (between the 2 cones), 

Add 2 points if the ball goes in either end zone of the goal (between the cone and the end of 

the bench). Should the ball hit the cone or go over where the cone is placed, 1 point is 

awarded. If the ball misses the bench completely, 0 points are awarded. 

 

Sizes - Large bench, avoid smaller benches if possible. Each cone should be placed 1 step 

in from the end of the bench. Shots should be taken 7 steps away from the bench.  

 

Number of Participants - 5 

 

 

Keepy ups 

 

Instructions - Working individually, keep the ball in the air with any body part, except your 

hands. If the ball drops, pick it up and continue. 

 

Timings - 1 minute 

 

Scoring - How many keepy ups in 1 minute. If you drop the ball, pick it up and continue your 

score from where you dropped the ball. For example, if you drop the ball on 10, pick it up, 

restart and the next kick will be 11.  

 

Sizes - Free area, ensure enough space to move freely and safely 

 

Number of Participants - All of the class can try this. Only submit your best score. 


